King Will Open New Commons

But Can't Go In

BY THOMAS C. WATSON

LONDON

There was great enthusiasm in all quarters, and those who were present at the meeting of the House of Commons were keenly interested in the debate on the subject. The House was crowded with members of all parties, and many well-known figures were present.

A Dummy Detector Aids Alone Training

Frances, walking for her test in theARIO"H" dummy detector, has been used extensively by the Fire Department since the introduction of the machine. The detector is operated by a series of electric circuits which detect the presence of smoke or gases.

S Word of the Week

SWEDISH SEEN THEIR FORTUNE

WIRE, FLEX AND CABLES

The word of the week is "wire, flex and cables." These words are used extensively in the field of electrical engineering. The word "wire" refers to the electrical conductor that carries the current, while "flex" and "cable" refer to the protective covering that surrounds the wire.

The Best Stove to own

is a FLORENCE OIL STOVE

CLEAN and ECONOMICAL

You will be very pleased

with your new

FLORENCE STOVE

and OVEN

CITY GARAGE TRADING CO.

Victoria Stree5 — Bridgetown

CONCRETE PRODUCTS CO.

Dial 2798

MAKERS OF BUILDING BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 24

36 each. Each at Center

$1.50 each

FOR CONCRETING

100 each. Each at Factory

$1.50 each

Central Priced — 1/2 to 1 1/2 Pounds

ECONOMY COMBINED WITH STRENGTH

HOW TO BUILD WITH THEM

1. Place each block in water for a few minutes (this is essential)

2. Do not fill hollow parts

3. Use a "mortar on top surface and sides" a definite economy

4. Strength of mortar should be

1 part Cement, 3 parts Lime, 3 parts Sand — Mix Lime and Sand first then Cement

5. Always use plum and level

6. Follow these instructions and you will have a good job

ECONOMY IN LABOUR will Surprise you.

USE OUR BLOCKS and you will like them, they are Simple, yet Perfect.

Please tell your friends. We have hundreds of satisfied customers.

TRADE in Miami have shown that Concrete Block Buildings withstanded Hurricane Damage better than any other type of Building.

We would appreciate a Visit to our Factory.